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possible way in which an import duty can encourage home producers is by adding to price.
It is sometimes said that protection does not increase prices.. It is sufficient answer to ask, how then can it encourage ? To say that a protective duty encourages the home producer without raising prices, is to say that it encourages him without doing anything for him. Wherever beneath this assertion, as regardless of fact as it is of theory, there is any glimmering of reason, it is either in the notion that protective duties do not permanently add to prices, because they bring about such a competition between home producers as finally carries prices down to the previous level; or else in a confused idea that it would be an advantage to home producers to be secured the whole home market, even if at no higher prices.
But as to the first, the only way in which a protective duty can increase home competition in the production of any commodity is by so increasing prices as to attract producers to the industry by the superior profits to be obtained. Tins competition, when free to operate, ultimately reduces profits to the general level.* But this is not to say that it reduces prices to what they would be without the duty. The profits of Louisiana ^sugar growing are now, doubtless, no larger than in other occupations involving equal risks, but the duty on sugar does moke the price of sugar very much higher in the United States than it is in England, where there is no duty upon it. And even where there is no reason in natural or social conditions why a commodity
should not be produced as cheaply as in any foreign
	.	_J
* The effect of protection upon profits in the protected industries will be more fully examined in Chapter XVII.

